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Abstract
We present a method which uses both a planar patch and points for an analysis of
time-varying imagery. From our theory. two pieces of information are required for the
unique recovery of Structure from motion. One is the image motion of a plane and the
other ODe is the image motion of points not on the plane. For the former. one needs four
points while for the latter one need two points. Our technique has the following characteristics: (i) it is efficient, (ii) it appears to be very robust over a wide range of simulations, (iii) it sheds some new light on some previous work, and (iv) it has geometric
meaning for each step of the derivation of the solution.

- 21. I!\'TRODUCTION

Deriving 3D motion parameters and the strucrnre of an object from time-varying
imagery is an important task in computer vision. On one hand, it has a broad range of

practical applications such as target tracking, autonomous vehicle navigation, and robot
guidance. On the other hand, it facilitates the understanding of and suggests possible
hypotheses for human monon perception. As a result, this line of study has received

extensive attention from researchers.

To solve such a problem, two basic approaches are frequently used: methods based
on optical flow, and methods based on line or point matches. The former is called the
fiow-based approach while the laner is called the fearnre-based approach. Tbis

classification is by no means exhaustive. some other approaches use range sensors or
structure light. In the fearurc based approach, each frame of the sequence is segmented
4

first, and the feature pointsllines resulting from the projection of vertices and edges of the

object surfaces are marked. Next, the correspondence of these features between the successive frames is established. Lastly. lhe motion parameters and object structure are

derived. See [1,4,9,10,11] for funher references on the feature-based method. For the
flow-based method, see [5,7,12].
One of the impOnaDt problems for the recovery of structure from motion is to
develop reliable methods. In this regard, Ullman [11] suggests integrating information
over longer time intervals than the minimum necessary for a unique solution. Another
possibility is to integrate a different class of features.

- 3Recemly researchers have begun to make use of a multitude of features on the
object for computing the structure and motion of 3D objects. In panicular, Aggarwal and

Wang [1] studied the use of both lines and poinrs for 3D motion analysis. They argue
that there is no compelling reason to prefer any single class of features and ignore others.
This line of research is interesting because none of the existing methods based on a sin-

gle class of features has been shown to be robust.
We shall present a method which uses both a planar patch and points for an analysis

of time-varying imagery. Our technique has the following characteristics: (i) it is
efficient, (ii) it appears to be very robust over a wide range of simulations, (iii) it sheds
some new light on some previous work, and (iv) it has geometric meaning for each step
of the derivation of the solution.

2. PROBLEM
We assume that the image plane is stationary and that two perspective views, at
times

(1

and (2, are taken of a rigid object moving in the 3-D object space. The object

has two pans: a planar patch .0. which consists of four points and two other points which
do not lie on the plane defined by .0.. When there is no possibility of COnfusion, we shall
also use .n to denote the plane defined by.n. We shall funher assume that all six points
are in view. Our purpose is to derive the motion and Structure of the 3-D object from the
two views.
We shall use the following notation. The focal length f will be assumed to be I,
which implies that the image plane is at a distance 1 along the positive z axis from a

-4-

camera origin. Let

=

Object-space coordinates of a point P j on the rigid object at t 1

=

Object-space coordinates of the same poimP j at 12

A;

=

Image-space coordinates of the point P j at t 1

B;

=

Image-space coordinates of the point Pi at t 2

Notice that the third component of Ai and B j is 1. Then

where

is a rotation matrix.

and

T =

Iy

I,

is a translation vector,

- 5It is easy

[0

see that if (R,T ,Zj,z'j) is a solution then (R JeT ,CZj,CZ'j) is also a solu-

tion where c is a scalar. Thus one could at best derive
this. we shall normalize T such that

Ex

= 1 if Ex

:;:

Zit Z'i

and T up to a scale. With

O. Of course, whether

Ez

= 0 is still

unkonwn.
The problem we are trying to solve is: Given 6 image point correspondences

A-, <-> E-,

where

Ii

i = 1, 2, ...,6

Ai. i = 1, 2,3,4 are coplanar, determine R. T, and Ii. z'i. i = I, ... 6. Fig-

nre 1 depicts the imaging geometry and the problem. We also assume that no three of

,

A·'s or B·'
, s are collinear for i = 1,2,3,4. In other words, the camera (origin) is not on the
plane defined by the planar patch. Thus me planar patch should form a quadrilateral in
the image plane.

3. FEATURE·BASED METHOD: PREVIOUS WORK
The techniques based on onhographic projections will not be discussed. here for two
reasons: (1) our technique uses a perspective projection model, (2) the set of solutions
based on two views using these two techniques are quire different With orthographic
projection, [13] infinitely many solutions always exist for any number of point correspondences. while finite or unique solutions can be found for a finite number of point
correspondences in the case o·f perspective projection.
Examing approaches in the literature, one could classify them into three categories
In

terms of input formulation. The firsr one uses point (vertex) correspondences, the

second one uses line (edge) correspondences, and the third one uses borb point and line

- 6correspondences.

Among these three, methods based on point correspondences are more closely
related to our formulation in which an additional planar requirement is imposed over

several points. It is also interesting to note that this planar assumption frequently causes
degenerate configurations that defeat existing algorithm [3].

Roach and Aggarwal [6] show that five points in two views are needed to recover
the structure and motion parameters. Their approach requires solving a system of 18
nonlinear equations with 27 variables. This method requires iterative search and a good
initial guess of a solution. Nagel and Neuman [4] observe that the rotation matrix can be

separated from the translation matrix. The idea stems from the observation that
RzjA j x z'jB j • if not zero, defines a vector normal to a plane containing T ,where x

stands

for

(RA 1 x B 1)

vector
X

product

and

i=1•..5.

From

this.

we

conclude

(RA 2 x B,) is oriented in the same direction as T.

that

Therefore

(RA 1 x B ,) x (RA 2 x BiJ . (RA k x B k ) = 0 for k=3,4.5. which is a set of fourth-order

polynomial equations in three unknown (parameters of rotation). This technique requires
many fewer search dimensions than that in [6].
Tsai and Huang [9] have proposed a method to find the motion of a planar patch
(containing at least four points) from 2-D perspective views. The technique consists of
two steps: First. a set of eight "pure parameters" is defined. These parameters can be
determined uniquely from two successive image frames by solving a set of linear equations. Then, the actual motion parameters are determined from these eight' 'pure paramelers" by solving a sixth-order polynomial. The authors reponed that aside from a scale

-7 factor for the translation parameters, the number of real solutions never exceeded twO on
their simulations.
The problem of a curved surface patch in motion was investigated in [10]. Here two

main results of the method referred to as the 8-poims algorithm were established concerning the existence and uniqueness of the solutions. Frrsr, given the image correspondences of eight object points in general position, an E matrix can be determined by solving eight linear equations. Funhermore, the actual 3-D motion parameters can be determined uniquely from E. In other words, as long as E is unique, the 3-D motion parameters are unique. A similar algorithm (not addressing the aspect of uniqueness) was also
discovered independently by Longuest-Higgins [2]. Higgins [3] furthermore enumerates
inherent configurations that lead to singularities of E, hence 3D motion parameters is nor
necessarily unique. For instance: if any six of the points lie on a conic, if any four of the
points are collinear, if any seven of the points lie in a plane. Tsai and Huang [10] also
includes following conclusion: The image correspondences of four points on a plane not
passing through the origin and two other points not on this plane determine the motion
parameters uniquely.

In veiw of the previous approaches, the following strategy could solve our problem.
First, apply the technique in [9] to the planar patch to obtain solutions. Second, choose
the solutions that conform to the other two points. The uniqueness of the solution is then
ensured by the 8-point algorithm. However, the method in [9] requires very high accuracy in the input, which often makes it impractical.

- 8-

4. METHODS
Our results consist of three steps. In the firSt step, we derive a technique which
could compute the motion on the image for every point on the plane defined by Q. Recall
that A 5- A 6 are projections of points not on

n.

However. we could consider two vinual

pointS on Q with A 5 and A 6 as projections. Next we use the technique to predict the projections of these two vinual points on the image at time t 2' The second step uses these

two predictions and B 5. B 6 to derive the translational parameters. The third step constrllcts a rotation matrix from both the derived translation and the technique developed in
the first step. The depth

Zj ,Z'j

thus follows.

4.1. Image Motion of the Plane Q: An Algebraic Approach
Let A.B be the projections of the same point in the plane defined by Q at time r 1
and

(2'

We present a technique to compute B from A using four pairs of markings Ai

and B j (i = I, ... 4) that are projections of points in n.
Recall that

R zlA1=z\B1-T

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

R zzAz=z'zBz-T
R 2, A, = 2', B, - T
R Z4A4=Z'4B4-T

Since A and B are projections of the same point in n at two instams, there exis"t z and z'
such that zA and z'B • respectively, lie on

z'B is governed by the following equation:

n at r 1 and r2'

The relation between zA and

-9RzA=z'B-T

Our current goal is to derive B from Ai, B j (i = 1,
Zi, Z'j

(i = 1, ... 4), Z,

(5)

4) and A without knowing R. T,

z'.

Sine!? z 4 A 4 is coplanar with

ZI

A l' Z 2 A2. z 3 A 3. we know that there exist

and

(6)
Applying R to both sides of the above equation and using (1)-(4), we re\VI'ite it as

(7)

Dividing both sides of (6) and

el) by 24 and z '4 respectively, one gets

and

Let A ij == Ai
l

X

Aj ; Bij = B j x Hj where x denotes vector product, i. j

= I,

3 and

< j.
It is easy to see that

- A-=A 4 • A-I)
IJ

(8)

-10 -

(9)
wherek:;:= i; k ;:j; k = I, 2, 3; andi < j.

Since no three of A 1.A 2.A" and A 4 are collinear, we divide (9) by (8) and obtain

-=

A" . AU B 4 "B ij
B" . Bjj A 4 . A jj

z'4
24

for k = I, 2, 3 and k " i, j,

Following simple calculations, one gets

,

A 2 . A"
z2
-=
z2
B 2 'B"

,

z,
As' A 12
-=
B 3 -B 11
z,

B4 'B"
A 4 ' A I3
B 4 "B 12
A 4 . A 12

'

,

'

,

B, 'B"
A,'A"

ZI
A 4 'A" Zldt!f
- " 82 B 4 'B" zl
z1

B , . B"

2 1
A4 'A" 2 1 dg
- - 8,-.
B 4 'B" F 1
21

A, 'A"

We now compute B from A. Since z A is coplanar with z 1 AI. Z 2 A 2. z 3 A 3. there

(10)
Dividing both sides of (10) by z. we obtain

Therefore,

bk

z"
-;

A· Aij

= A

k

Applying R to (10), we get

.

A..
'J

i, j, k = I, 2, 3 and k" i, j ;

i < j.

- 11 -

Rewriting it into

z'

z

II

Z

,

,

Z 2

Z2

Z 3

Z3

22

Z

23

Z

Z

,

b , - ' - ' B,+b 2 - - B 2 + b , - · - B , = - B .
Z

,
.

Z1

.

and factonng - - out, we obtam

z,

z ,1

-

21

z
'
zl
22
3
z
(b,-B, +b 2- B2 B 2 +b, - B,B,) =-B.
z
Z
Z
Z

,

z,
The left hand side, apart from a scale --, may now be computed because all the

z,

coefficients of the Bj's are known. Funhermore the third component of B (right hand
side) must be 1. Hence B may be derived.
We will denote B by M n (A). This notation means that (i) A is an image point; (li)
if we regard A as the projection of a vinual point on .0., then M n (A) is the projection of
the same vinual point at rime t 2' If the roles of these two views are reversed, we can
obtain M-1n ( . ) in the same way.

4.2. Image Motion of the Plane Q: A Geometric Drawing
In this subsection, we show that we can also use geometric drawing ro determine

image motion of the plane

n.

Consider Figure 2, which contains two views of a planar

patch. The problem is to predict where A is in the second view given that A is the projection of a point on Q. First, one finds that P, the intersec[ion of lines A~ 1 and A~4'
is mapped to Q. the intersection of lines B 381 and B 2B./I- Second, one draws the line

-12 joining A and A 3• which intersecrs lines A 2A 4 and AlA 1 at U and V respectively. Since
A 2A 4 and B 28 4 are two projections of the same segment, the invariance of the cross ratio

can be applied here. This says that the cross ratio defined by A 4? ,U, and A 2 is equal

[0

the cross ratio defined by B 4,Q,S, and B 2. where S is yet to be .found. The following
relation describes the equation:

Once S is detennined, one draws the line joining B 3 and S. which intersects B IE 2 at T.
It is clear that the line A 3U is mapped to the line B 3T. Now one has A 3,U ,V. and A on

one projection and B 3,S ,and T on the other projection, so B could be determined by
using the invanance of the cross ratio again.

4.3. Deriving Translational Parameters
In this section, we will present three theorems which show how

[0

derive the trans-

lational parameters based on M n Co) discussed above. Recall thac M n (-) is decermined
by Ai and Bi (i = I, ... 4); A 5 corresponds co B 5; A 6 corresponds to B 6' Also A 5 and

A 6 are projections of points noc on Q. These facts will be assumed in the following
theorems.

Theorem 1:
If T = (a _ b _ 0)' then T II M Q (A,) - B, an d T II M Q (A)
6 - B 6- where /I
denotes "is parallel co" and a 2 + b 2 ;= O.

- 13Proof:
Recall that R IS As = z's B s - T. Since the tip of the vector Zs As em<maring
from the camera origin does not lie on Q, there exists a scalar c

:;:!:

1 such that c z5 As

lies on .0.. Multiplying both sides of the above equation by c. one gets

R c z,A,=c z',8,-c T =(c z',B,-cT+T )-T.
It is clear that the third component of c z's B s -

cT +T

is c

z's and

the above equa-

tion can be written as

RCZ,A,=CZ"[

c z',8,-c T +T]

,

c z,

- T.

Thus

M

Q

(A,) =

c z's B 5
c

-

c T +T
,

z,

Next one examines M 0. (A 5) - B 5:

MQ(A,)-B,=

which gives M n (A 5)
M

Q

(A,) -B,// T.

c z'5B5-C T+T
-B,= (I - ,c) T,
c z'
c

- B 5 II T.

,

z,

By the same reasoning, we can show that

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2:
M n (A 5) = B 5 is a necessary and sufficient condition for T = (0, 0,

oy.

-14 Proof:

From theorem 1, we have

M n (As) -B s =

Thus M n (A s)

=B s

C

z'5B5-C T+T

,

c zS

-B 5

;::

(1-,C) T.
C Z

is a necessary and sufficient condition for T

s

= (0, 0, 0)'

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3:
If T = (a. b. 1)'. then T (regarded as a point in the image plane) lies on the line

joining M n (As) andB s. T also lies on the line joining M n (A 6) andB 6'

Proof:
Repeat the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1 up to

R c zsAs=(c z'sBs-cT+T)-T.

The third component of c z's B 5 - c T + Tis c z's - c + I, thus this equation can be

written as

R c zsAs=(c z's-c + 1)

(cz'SBs-cT+T)

cz'5- c + 1

It is clear that

M n (As) =

Examining M n (As) -B 5:

c z'sBs-c T+T
c z'5-C +1

-T.

- 15c z's B s - c T

+T

Mn (AS) -B, = -....::.....,.:------:-- -B, =

cz'S-c+l

~~

__;::c_-----=I_:-

cz'S-c+l

(B, -T)

,

we thus conclude that T must lie on the line joining M n. (As) and B s. The same reasoning also applies to A 6 and B 6 Q.E.D.
It is interesting to see that there are two ways of writing M n (A): one allows the

computation of M n (A) while the other allows the derivation of the above results. The
above theorems present a technique for computing the translational parameters up to a
scale.

Firs~

one computes M" (A ,) and M" (A oJ. If the lines joining M" (A ,) and B,

and the line joining M n (A 6) and B 6 are parallel but not coincident, then the direction of
the line is the translation. Otherwise, the translation T is the intersection of these two
lines provided that they do not coincide.
We now consider the case in which these two lines coincide on the image plane.

We will show that T could not be of the form. (a ,b ,Oi. Consider Figure 3 which depicts
the motion of two rays where P 1,P

J are bac1..-projections of A 54 6 at time 11 and Q 1

J are two virtual points on.n.

After the rotation, these points are moved to points

and Q

with superscipt 2 as depicted in the middle of Figure 3. If T is (a ,b ,0)1, then the plane

formed by O'p f,p

l

J g. In particular, 0

is shifted to the plane formed by M ,P ,P

shifted to M. Now the projections of the two lines P

gQg

and P

tQt

is

coincide on the

image plane. This implies that the camera origin 0 is on the plane defined by

M'p

g.p l· Clearly, this is impossible unless the translation will move 0

to any poine on

the line joining D and E. From above reasoning, we can then conclude that T lies on the
projection line. Although T can nO[ be detennined yet, an additional consrraim arises as a

- 16result of this situation. From Figure 3, the orientations of [he plane defined by the two
rays are known before and after the morion if the the line joining M n (As) and B.5 coin-

cides with the line joining M n (A 6) and B 6' Thus the following theorem holds:

Theorem 4:
If the line joining M n (A 5) and B.5 coincides with the line joining M n (A 6) and B 6.

then R maps (A.5 x A 6) to B.5 x MnCA 5) assuming the magnitudes of both vectors are
properly normalized and T lies on the line joining M n (As) andB 5'

4.4. Deriving the Rotational Parameters
In the previous section, we derived either (i) T = (tx • ty • 0)' or (li) T = (t l' ty • l)t.

For the time being, the case described in Theorem 4 will be ignored and will become evident at the end of this section. In either case, we arbirrarily choose two independent vectors which are perpendicular to T. For case (i) one could choose T; = (- t

y

..

ty

T 2 = (- T'

•

t

x

•

l)t and

t:J:

T'

1). For case (li), recall that there are two lines passing through

(Ex, ty • l)t, the following line equations on the image plane hold:

a l t:J:+blty +CI =0
a2 tx + b 2 ty + c2 = 0
One can, therefore, choose

(11)
(12)

-17 -

•

• Since [he proWe now construct two vectors T l' T 2 such that RT 1 = T 1 and RT 2 = T 2.
cedure for consoucting both remains the same, we shall temporarily omit T 2'

Choose two vectors p and q with third component I, p' .1 T~ • and q' .L T~ where
I

I

..1 denotes perpendicularity. This can always be done because p' and q' are simply two

points on the line defined by Equation (11). The pwpose of choosing the third component

to be 1 is to place p' and q' on the image plane. Now let M r/ (p ') == p and

Mo. t

(q') == q. one has the following equations:

Rzpp=z'pp'-T

(13)

Rzqq=z'qq'-T

(14)

where Ip P and Zq q lie on
Notice that M

n at

time tl and z'p p' and Z'q q' lie on

,l (.) reverses the roles of the two views.

Taking the scalar products of both sides of (13) and (14) with

r; gives

T •j . R zp p = 0 and T •j . R Zq q = 0

Thus T; .1 Rp and T; .1 Rq. It is also cleanhat

R(p x q) .1 Rp and R(p x q) .lRq
therefore,

T •j =R(p xq)or T •j =-R (p xq)

assuming that

r; is nonnalized to have the same length as p

x q.

WhetherT •j =R (p xq)orT l• = -R(p x q), ooe notices that

n at

time (2.

- 18 -

Thus

z'
Since

_1

must be positive, the choice of sign can be resolved.

zl

so R is completely determined. For the case described in Theorem 4, we have

T~ = R

(p 1 x ql) but do nOt have T; = R (P2 X qiJ. However an additional constraint

that maps (A 5 x A 6) to B 5 X M n(A 5) exists. thus one could determine R also.

4.5. Deriving the Depth
Recall that

To find

Zj.

one chooses a vector B j " perpendicular to B j and rakes a scalar product with

both sides of above equation. This leads to

- T ·B.·
,
z· ::; ---0;I
A..
, RB:,

To find

Z'j.

one :first chooses a vector Aj

"

perpendicular to Ai' Next one takes the scalar

- 19product of RAj" with both sides of above equation. This leads to

,
Z i

=

R A'·
, T
..

R A·, ·E·,

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Before running simulations to investigate the robustness of our algorithm, we briefly

discuss the criterion. We will evaluate the relative mean error of the translational vector
in terms of the first two components since the third one is normalized to 1. We will compure the estimate If of the rotation matrix R and evaluate II

If -

R II in 12 nonn. Both

the mean error and the standard derivation will be computed. Note that the following

holds:

IIRx-Rxll ';IIR-RII
II x II
The geometric meaning is that the angle berween R x and Ii x (for every x) cannot
exceed 2 sin- 1 ( II R ;

R II ). This fact can be seen in Figure 4 where II

R _

R II

is the length defined by R x and Ii. x. In Table I, we use the angle between R x and Ii x
instead of the numerical norm. The technique used to estimate the norm

IIR-R II

is

based on Gerschgorin's circle theorem ([8],p.304) for eigenvalue and the theorem that
"The norm o~ A is the square root of the largest eigenvalue of A TA " ([8], p.288).
All experiments assume the field of view of the camera is 60° and the object size
subtends abom 20° to 30°. The image is 512x512 pixels.

- 20Eight simulations, each consisting of 48 experiments, were performed. The translation vector is (2, 2, 8) which corresponds to (0.25, 0.25, I) when normalized; the rotation
matrix is
0.98525 -0.17093 0.00779
R =

0.17108 0.98482 -0.02924
-0.00267 0.03014 0.99954

which corresponds to 10 degrees of tilt, 10 degrees of slant and 10 degrees of rotation
anale
• about the rotational axis. The results are listed in the Table 1. The first column of
Table. lists the range of noise. For instance, 0-3 means that noise ranging from 0 to 3

pixels is uniformly added to the horizontal and vertical positions of the data independendy. Thus the maximum error between the accurate data and the noisy data is 3x..J2=4

pixels. The largest noise in the last row is about 12 pixels. In the second column, we list
the relative error in terms of translation vector. In the third column, the first entry is the
mean error, the second is the standard deviation. For instance, the result of the first simulation says: If one applies the trUe R and the derived Ii to any vector x, then the angle
between the resulting two vectors will not exceed 0.5 degrees on average with standard
deviation 0.1 degrees.
For specificitiy, we list in Table 2 the error in Aj's and Bj's of a particular experiment chosen randomly from the simulations represented in the last row of Table 1. The
translation derived is (0.284, 0.304, 1.0) as opposed to the correct (0.25, 0.25 ,1.0). The
angle between estimated 1& and RJ:. (for every x) is less than 4°. In tenns of tilt, slant,
and rotational angle, the estimared solution is (8°, 18°, 8°). The correct solution is

- 21 -

6. Discussion and Conclusion
From our theory, two pieces of information are required for the unique recovery of
structure from motion. One is the image motion of a plane and the other one is the image

motion of points not on this plane. [9] shows that knowledge of the image motion of a
plane would yield a finite number of solutions (twO at most from simulation results). It is
shown here that the second piece of information makes the recovery unique. By integrating these two pieces of information, not only we have presented. a novel and robust technique but we have also shown a new way of examining the problem. To determine the
image motion of any point on a plane, we have shown that four image correspondences
are sufficient. For the information on points not on the plane, we show that two image
correspondences suffice.

Several open questions remain: (i) Is "four image correspondences" a necessary
condition for specifying the image movement of a plane? The answer is probably positive. However, to derive the constraints that arise by using three pointS would probably
bring one to understand fully the feature based method. (ii) Could one reduce "two
image correspondences" in the second piece of information to "one image correspondence"? The answer is probably negative. (iii) It is also desirable to formulate a least
squares technique of this method by using more points when they are available to
improve accuracy.
Longuett-Higgins enumera[es the configuration of poinrs in space that lead to the

- 22singularities of E in the 8-poim algorithm. This means that one could not conclude the
uniqueness of the recovery through this technique. For instance: (i) If any six of them lie
on a conic, then the 8-point algorithm is defeated. From our result, one can show [hat
there is a unique recovery for this case because there are six points lying on a plane and
two pointS not on the plane. In fact, Tsai and Huang [9] also notes this corollary although

it has to run the 8-point algorithm to derive the solution. eli) If any seven of the the points
lie in a plane then the 8-point algorithm is defeated.. This conforms to our observation
because one needs two other points not on the plane.
From this framework. one could easily understand the previous results in [2,3.6.9].
It also shows what simple mathematics can do for this complex probiem.
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ERROR
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8

TRANSLATION
0.9%

0.8%
1.0%

3.0%
2.0%

7.0%
5.0%
11.0%
Table 1

I
I

ANGLE
(0.5°,0.1°)
(0.9°,0.4°)
(1.2°,0.5°)
(1.5 ° , 0.8 0)
(1.9 ° , 0.8 ° )
(2.6 ° , 2.1 ° )
(3.2 °,1.6°)
(5.1 ° ,4.3 0)
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Figure 1. Imaging geometry and the problem.
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